South Pacific, Equatorial Indian and South Indian Ocean basins) were not statistically significant, but were all also negative. Interestingly, the authors find that the Arctic Ocean accounts for 7.6% of the global oxygen decline, even though it accounts for only about 1.2% of the global-ocean volume. Perhaps this is yet one more indication that the Arctic Ocean is changing much more rapidly than any other part of the global ocean in response to greenhouse-gas warming.
Many studies have shown that the oceans are warming because of increased carbon dioxide emissions associated with human activities. It is therefore legitimate to wonder whether the observed oxygen loss is entirely caused by a decrease in oxygen solubility as the sea warms. Schmidtko et al. infer that, across the whole water column, just 15% of the oxygen loss is due to lower solubility caused by warmer water. To explain the remaining 85%, we need to consider the complicated combination of physical and biochemical processes that affect oxygen concentrations in the ocean.
In the sunlit surface waters where photosynthesis -and thus oxygen production -takes place, oxygen concentrations are generally within just a few per cent of the value expected if the exchange of gases between the ocean and atmosphere were at equilibrium. The only way to bring oxygen to the ocean interior below these well-oxygenated surface waters is to carry it with ocean currents that act as oxygen sources. This is partly accomplished by the meridional overturning circulation (part of the global-ocean circulation), in which deep convection in the North Atlantic Ocean and around Antarctica transports oxygenated surface waters to the bottom of the world ocean, forming North Atlantic Deep Water and Antarctic Bottom Water, respectively (Fig. 1) .
A second way of injecting oxygen into the ocean interior is through the formation of intermediate-depth waters, as occurs at latitudes between 50° S and 60° S, just north of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. At this frontal zone, relatively dense Antarctic surface waters sink below lighter subantarctic surface waters and spread northward to depths of 700-1,200 m. A third important mechanism is that of mode-water formation. This involves the drawing away of well-oxygenated surface water below the base of the mixed layer (the upper part of the oceans that is mixed by winds) in late winter in some regions of the subtropical gyres -rotating systems of winddriven ocean currents that extend from near the Equator to about 50° N or 50° S. These mode waters then take a few decades to slowly diffuse towards the Equator 5 along surfaces of constant-water density.
Marine oxygen sinks include the bacterial decomposition of dead phytoplankton cells or of faecal pellets from zooplankton, respiration of fish and invertebrate species, and the oxidation of chemically reduced substances in the water column and in ocean sediments. The oxygen consumption rate is largest near the surface and decreases exponentially with depth ( Fig. 1) .
Natural climate variability has a large impact on these sources and sinks of oxygen, and thus strongly affects oxygen distributions in the ocean interior. It is therefore difficult to distinguish any signal of oxygen change that might be due to increased CO 2 emissions from the noisy background of natural variability 6 . Determining the relative roles of each of the above processes in the oxygen decline observed by Schmidtko et al. was beyond the scope of the authors' study, and will require further research.
The data used by the authors were temporally and spatially irregular, which meant that they had to fill in the gaps using a mapping method that estimates global oxygen levels across time and space from the existing data. Similar mapping methods have been used in studies of ocean heat, and a recent analysis 7 showed that, on average, these methods were the single largest source of uncertainty in those studies. Schmidtko et al. performed some tests to verify that their results are robust, but a more-detailed investigation is warranted of the uncertainties in oxygen-content estimates arising from calculations based on sparse data.
Oceanographers will probably benefit from much more frequent sampling of oxygen in the ocean in the future. For example, the US Southern Ocean Carbon and Climate Observations and Modeling (SOCCOM) project currently deploys about 200 robotic probes to monitor oxygen and other biogeochemical properties of sea water in the upper 2,000 m of the waters around Antarctica 8 . Most marine organisms require oxygen to survive. A 2% decrease of ocean oxygen content may not sound like much, but the implications of this for marine ecosystems could be severe in parts of the ocean where oxygen is already low, such as oxygen minimum zones 9 , because critical survival thresholds may be crossed. Moreover, when other stress factors associated with global warming -such as increased CO 2 and warmer waters -combine with lower oxygen levels, the cumulative effects on marine life can be even worse . But a large-scale study of bird beak evolution by Cooney et al. 3 on page 344 highlights the importance of rare and even single events in the history of life.
The authors were interested in rates of evolution, and how the 3D shapes of beaks diverged into the wide variety of presentday morphologies (how they filled the 'shape space'), during both the initial radiation of the avian lineage and the later evolution of individual lineages such as land birds, shorebirds
EVOLUTION

Catastrophe triggers diversification
An analysis of more than 2,000 species of bird provides insight into how the animals' diverse beak shapes evolved, and points to a single rare event as a trigger for the rapid initial divergence of avian lineages. See Letter p.344 and songbirds. Typically, data gathered on such a massive scale consist of simple traits or measurements, or, more commonly, of genetic sequences (which, as part of the structure of an organism, have themselves simple, linear, micro-scale morphology).
To generate the huge amount of complex 3D data required for their analyses, Cooney et al. scanned the beak surfaces of more than 2,000 bird species representing the full range of present-day beak shapes, using museum collections (Fig. 1) . They undertook an innovative citizen-science project (www.markmybird.org), in which members of the public helped to prepare the scanned beaks for analysis by marking out specific features, or landmarks, such as the tip and midline of the bill. The authors then used DNA-based evolutionary trees of birds to interpolate ancestral shapes, working backward from the extant taxa.
The researchers predicted that their data would be consistent with the concept of quantum evolution -the idea that an initial radiation involves rapid divergence into new forms and functions 4 . For instance, such rapid divergence occurred during the Cambrian explosion of lineages of animals that have bodies showing bilateral symmetry, which began about 541 million years ago and lasted for 20 million to 25 million years 5 . Under this model, rates of beak-shape diversification would be fastest during the initial avian radiation 6 . Indeed, the authors found that most of the shape space filled rapidly during this initial burst. Coupled with a comprehensive study 7 of avian relationships, which indicated that the radiation was associated with the catastrophic end-Cretaceous mass extinction 66 million years ago, these results support the idea that evolution is highly contingent on chance occurrences, marrying a Darwinian and a Cuvierian world view.
Cooney and colleagues' data show some regularity as well -after the initial burst, rates of evolution within lineages are steady and predictable over time, which the authors suggest represents fine-tuning within particular ecological niches. Also predictable is how individual lineages evolved to fill part of the shape space; this tends to mirror the way in which the entire avian radiation fills the whole space. Therefore, although a cataclysm was perhaps the main event that precipitated avian diversification, a certain uniformity followed.
As with any pioneering effort, Cooney and co-workers' study raises questions and would benefit from refinement. Despite covering more than 70 million years of evolution, for instance, the authors did not analyse any fossils, and thus did not explicitly take into account the historical record of avian evolution. As they point out, though, most fossil bird beaks are crushed. Moreover, the fossil record, at least superficially, supports the idea that a diversity of beaks was present soon after the end-Cretaceous extinction 8 . There are exceptions: the parrot lineage diverged early in avian evolution, but parrotlike beaks do not appear as fossils until about 20 million years ago 9 . In addition, some extinct birds have extreme beak shapes that fall into a shape space unoccupied by any living taxa -the huge carnivorous terror birds, for example, and the bizarre dromornithids. No form of modelling or simulation based only on extant species can detect a past decrease in shape diversity.
The nature of the constraints on beak shape is a fundamental and unanswered question. Are they developmental? Gene-regulatory networks that control beak shape are slowly being elucidated 10 . Small modifications in early embryonic molecular patterning can cause dramatic shifts in beak form 5 -are these types of change responsible for the jumps in form and function associated with quantum evolution?
Finally, perhaps the most powerful message of the current study is that large-scale evolution is contingent on both history and catastrophe. The exact extent to which single, rare events such as extinctions define the course of life on Earth remains to be determined. These events are problematic for statisticians and for many scientists, who are used to phenomena that follow laws, as in physics and chemistry. Perhaps the scientific community needs to become more open to including single, descriptive analyses in its studies. Imagine if we had waited for dozens more individuals to be found after the first discoveries of early human ancestors: the Taung Child, whose 2.8-million-year-old skull was discovered in 1924; the early finds of the palaeontologist Robert Broom in the 1930s and '40s; and Lucy, found in 1974. We would today still be unable to fully discuss the deep origins of humanity among the African apes.
Maybe even phenomena that seem from a distance to be regular or predictable are actually -when analysed at a finer grain and with insight from the fossil record -products of a series of smaller, less easily detectable, rare events. These phenomena (such as the small fluctuations in beak shape within lineages inferred by Cooney et al.) might turn out differently were the evolutionary tape replayed 11 . Indeed, the existence of humanity is probably a rare event, as are the various ways in which humans have modified Earth, from climate change to megafaunal extinction. Perhaps the future is predictable only between one cataclysm and the next. ■ Bhart-Anjan S. Bhullar 
